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Abstract- Image Inpainting is a technology which recovers and replaces the damaged and unwanted images. In our method 
we mainly concentrates on error removal using filters and object removal using the concept of inpainting. If we consider the 
continuous motion of pictures which comes to our concept video inpainting. In this concept, we reduce the time by 
considering the concept of GOP (Group of pixels) rather than taking the whole video at a time. GOP is a concept of making 
frame by frame in a video. It takes chronological pictures in a video. In our piece of work, we use the concept of mean shift 
filter for the object removal. Inorder to provide better transparency to the image, we also use the technique of Poisson 
blending in our work. 
 
Index Terms- Mean Shift Algorithm, Image Inpainting, And Object Removal. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION  
 
Video inpainting is the process of removing the 
objects in a video. Videos are an important medium 
of communication and expression in today’s world. 
Videos are widely used in a number of areas such as 
surveillance, movie industry, journalism, medical 
imaging, home videos and so on .current video 
inpainting techniques are generally complex in 
computation to find the similar patch to fing the lost 
frames. Additionally, the holes also appears large.In 
our system, we can punch the holes correctly 
according to the size of the object. There are two 
widely alignment approaches, namely, the dense 
based approach and the sparse based approach. The 
dense approaches estimate the 2D or 3D motion 
vectors. The 2D methods compute the motion vectors 
between consecutive frames in the video. The 3D 
methods estimate the global camera motion by using 
all frames in the video. This generally provides more 
accurate results but at the expense of a higher 
computational cost. Sparse-based methods yield a fast 
and robust alignment. Sparse-based methods yield a 
fast and robust alignment. A single homography 
transformation is not sufficient to align a pair of 
images. The image inpainting problem can be 
formalized using either a local or global optimization 
framework. A well-known algorithm of this of this 
category is the exampler-based inpainting algorithm. 
 
II. EXAMPLER BASED METHOD 
 
Texture synthesis is used to fill huge image regions 
with texture pattern similar to given model. Texture is 
mainly the repetitive pattern of the image. So the 
large image regions are generated from sample 
texture. There are different techniques of Texture 
synthesis like Technique Statistical, pixel-based and 
patch-based. Statistical processes are important in 
reproducing unequal textures, but are a smaller 
amount useful for regular textures. Pixel-based  

 
methods repeat the sample texture pixel-by-pixel as a 
replacement for applying filters on it, and their 
outputs are better than those of statistical methods, 
but they usually be unsuccessful to grow large regular 
textures. Patch-based methods repeat the sample 
texture patch-by-patch as opposed to pixel-by-pixel, 
thus they give quicker and better results for regular 
textures. The hub of partial differential equation 
based algorithms is mainly on maintaining the 
formation of the inpainting area. It is good if lost area 
is small. But results blurred if lost area is large. 
Another drawback with these algorithms is that the 
large textured areas are not regenerated. PDE is a 
differential equation contains one or more variables, 
matching the values of the function itself and its 
derivatives of different orders. As a result, a PDE is a 
differential equation that uses partial derivatives.so, 
we choose another advance of exampler based 
method. The exemplar based image inpainting is a 
vital category of inpainting algorithms. The exemplar 
based image inpainting is a well-organized method of 
reinstallation of big target regions. 
 
III.MRF-BASED REGISTRATION 
 
MRF-based approaches often provide better inpainting 
quality compare to greedy examplar based method. It 
consider not only the small holes but also the large 
holes. It has the process of registration and 
segmentation.  
 
IV. MEAN SHIFT ALGORITHM 
 
For each data point, mean shift defines a window, it 
and computes the mean of data point. Then it shift the 
center of window to the mean and repeat the algorithm 
till it convergens. Mean shift is a non-parametric 
iterative algorithm or a non-parametric density 
gradient opinion using a generalized kernel approach. 
Mean shift is the powerful clustering technique. Mean 
shift is used for image segmentation, clustering, visual 
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tracking, space study, mode seeking. Mean shift 
segmentation is a superior and vertisale technique for 
clustering based segmentation. Kernel density opinion 
is a non-parametric way to approximate the density 
function of a random variable. It is a popular method 
for estimate probability density. This is  called as the 
Parzen window technique.  
K(x): kernel, h: bandwidth limit (radius), n data point 
xi, i=1..n in d-dimension space Rd. Kernel density 
estimator for a given set of d-dimensional points is 

 
 
The estimation of the density gradient is defined as 
the gradient of the kernel density 

 
 
Setting it to 0 and define  
g(x) = -K‘(x) we have 

 
 
is called Mean shift vector (or sample mean 
shift).The mean shift vector compute with kernel G is 
directly proportional to the normalized density 
gradient estimate obtained with the kernel K. The 
mean shift algorithm seeks a mode or local maximum 
of density of a given sharing images. 
 

 
 
It reduces the influence from noise to mode detection. 
Filtering can work with binary, gray scale, RGB and 
random multichannel images. Filtering is the first step 
of mean shift segmentation process and diagram is 
mentioned below. first, the source image is taken and 
it is segmented into homogenous regions. thus, the 
separate colours are assumed to different objects. In 
this, the frame in which the particular object to be 
removed is taken and then hole filling operation is 
performed. Thus, the object is removed(inpainted)and 
then the remaining regions are joined together. 

 
 
Image filtering is a process by which we can enhance, 
modify or mutilate images. Filtering reduce the 
influence from noise to mode detection. Mean shift 
filtering can work with binary, gray scale, RGB and 
arbitrary multichanel images. Filtering is the first step 
of mean shift segmentation process. A second step is 
the clustering of filtered data tip. Mean shift filter is 
nonlinear filter, while Gaussian filter is linear filter 
based on Gaussian purpose. Gaussian filter is a linear 
smoothing filter commonly used in image processing 
applications. Gaussian filter is apply to 
multidimensional data, an explicit convolution range 
can be specified for each dimension. 
 
V. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF VIDEO INPAINTING 
  

 
 
The input video is taken and is first converted into 
frames. In the many frames, the frames which we 
want to remove the object is considered and then 
processing takes place. Then the image is 
preprocessed by adding some noise. The noise is 
added so because the system can’t detect the noise in 
a default manner. hence some amount of noise is 
added and then the filter performance is evaluated. 
Special filtering techniques are used for removal of 
noise. Some of the filtering techniques includes 
Gaussian filter, wiener filter, median filter,  mean 
filter, etc, which is explained below. Mean shift 
algorithm is used to punch the holes and to remove 
the unwanted image(inpainting is thus performed). 
Lastly, the image is reassembled and the output is 
obtained. 
 
VI. GAUSSIAN FILTER 
 
Gaussian filtering is used to blur images and remove 
noise. Gaussian filter is windowed filter of linear 
class, by its nature is weighted mean. Named after 
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famous scientist Carl Gauss because weights in the 
filter calculated according to Gaussian distribution — 
the function Carl used in his works. Another name for 
this filter is Gaussian blur. Gaussian distribution, or 
normal distributionis really a function of probability 
theory. Often this function is referenced as bell-
function because of its shape. The most general 
function formula is: 

 
Thus the function is negative exponential one of 
squared argument. Argument divider σ plays the role 
of scale factor. σ parameter has special name: 
standard deviation, and its square σ2 — variance.  
Gaussian blur algorithm: 

 Given window size 2N+1 calculate 
support 
points xn=3n/N, n=-N, -N+1, ... , N; 

 Calculate values G"n; 
 Calculate scale factor k'=∑G"n; 
 Calculate window weights G'n=G"n/k'; 
 For some signal element are used to the 

blur.  
 
And then the Gaussian filter output is shown in given 
below.  

   
 
VII. WIENER FILTERING 
 
The central technique for elimination of blur in 
images due to linear motion or unfocussed optics is 
the Wiener filter. From a signal processing position, 
blurring due to linear motion in a photograph is the 
result of reduced sampling. The wiener filtering is 
optimal in terms of the mean square error. In other 
words, it minimize  on the whole mean square error 
in the method of inverse filtering and noise 
smoothing. The wiener filtering is a linear evaluation 
of the unique image. The approach is based on a 
stochastic framework. The orthogonality principle 
imply that the wiener filter in fourier domain can be 
expressed as follows:  

 
 
Where   are respectively power 
spectra of the unique image and the additive noise, 
and H(F1,F2) is the blurring filter. It is easy to see that 
the wiener filter has two divide part, an  inverse 
filtering part and a noise smoothing part. It not only 
performs the deconvolution by in inverse 

filtering(high pass filtering) but also removes the 
noise with a compression operation (lowpass 
filtering). Each pixel in a digital demonstration of the 
photograph should represent the intensity of a single 
stationary point in front of the camera. Alas, if the 
shutter speed is too slow and the acamer is in motion, 
a given pixel will be an amalgram of intensities from 
points next to the line of the motion. This is a two-
dimensional similarity. It should be noted that the 
image restoration tools describe here work in a 
related manner for cases with blur due to incorrect 
focus. In this folder the only difference is in the 
choice of H. The 2-d Fourier transform of H for 
motion is a series of sinc functions in parallel on a 
line vertical to the direction of motion; and the 2-d 
Fourier transform of H for focus blur is the sombrero 
function, described in a different place. In the real 
world, but there are two problems with this method. 
First, H is not known particularly. Engineers can 
guess at the blurring function for a given condition, 
but determination of a good blurring function requires 
lots of test and error. Second, inverse filtering fails in 
some conditions because the sinc function goes to 0 
at some values of x and y. Real pictures contain noise 
which becomes improved to the point of destroying 
all attempts at restoration of an Fest. It must be noted 
that Weiner filters are far and gone the most general 
deblurring technique used because it mathematically 
returns the best results. Inverse filters are fascinating 
as a textbook starting point because of their 
simplicity, but in perform Wiener filters are much 
more ordinary. It should also be re-emphasized that 
Wiener filtering is in fact the primary premise for re-
establishment of other kinds of blur; and being a 
least-mean-squares technique, it has line in a 
spectrum of extra engineering applications. Wiener 
filter output is shown in given below. 
 

 
 
VIII. MEDIAN FILTERING 
 
The median filter consider each pixel in the image in 
turn and look at its nearby neighbors to decide 
whether or not it is representative of its environment. 
Instead of simply replacing the pixel value with the 
mean of adjacent pixel values, it replace it with the 
median of those values. The median is calculated by 
first arrangement all the pixel values from the 
surrounding area into numerical order and then 
replacing the pixel being considered with the middle 
pixel value. (If the area under consideration contains 
an even number of pixels, the average of the two 
middle pixel values is used.) The median is a more 
hearty average than the mean and so a single very 
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unreliable pixel in a area will not affect the median 
value considerably. Since the median value must 
actually be the value of one of the pixels in the area, 
the median filter does not create new unrealistic pixel 
values when the filter straddles an edge. For this 
reason the median filter is much better at preserving 
sharp edges than the mean filter. The main idea of the 
median filter is to run during the signal entry by 
entry, replace each entry with the median of adjacent 
entries. The pattern of neighborhoods is called the 
"window", which slides, entry by entry, above the 
entire signal. For 1D signals, the most observable 
window is just the first few preceding and following 
entries, while for 2D (or higher-dimensional) signals 
such as images, extra complex window patterns are 
possible (such as "box" or "cross" patterns). Note that 
if the window has an odd integer of entries, then the 
median is simple to define: it is just the middle value 
after all the entry in the window are sort numerically. 
 
Worked 1D Example 
To implement, using a window size of three with one 
entry immediately preceding and following each 
entry, a median filter will be applied .x = [2 80 6 3] 
So, the median filtered output signal y will be: 
y[1] = Median[3 3 80] = 3 
y[2] = Median[3 80 8] = Median[3 8 80] = 8 
y[3] = Median[80 6 8] = Median[8 9 80] = 9 
y[4] = Median[9 8 8] = Median[8 8 9] = 8 
i.e. y = [3 8 9 8]. 
 
Boundary Issues: 
Because there is no entry prior the first value, the first 
value is repetitive, as with the last value, to obtain 
sufficient entries to fill the window. This is one way 
of handle missing window entries at the boundaries of 
the signal, but there are other scheme that have 
different properties that might be ideal in particular 
circumstances. To avoid processing the boundaries, 
with or without crop the signal or image boundary 
afterwards, Fetching entries from other places in the 
signal. With pictures for example, entries from the 
faraway horizontal or vertical boundary force be 
selected, shrinking the window next to the 
boundaries, so that each window is full. Lastly output 
for the median filter is  

 

IX. HAMMING FILTERING 
 
Hamming 
window, α = 0.53836and β = 0.46164; B = 1.37. The 
new Hamming window would have α = 0.54 
and β = 0.46; B = 1.3628.The window with these 
\some coefficients was projected by Richard W. 
Hamming. The window is formed to reduce the 
maximum (nearest) side lobe, giving it a rise of about 
one-fifth that of the Hann window. 

 
 

 
instead of both constants being equal to 1/2 in the 
Hann window. The constants are approximations of 
values α = 25/46 and β = 21/46, which revoke the 
first sidelobe of the Hann window by inserting a zero 
at frequency 5π/(N − 1). Approximation of the 
constants to two decimal places considerably lowers 
the level of sidelobes, to a nearly equiripple 
condition. In the equiripple sense, the optimal values 
for the coefficients are α = 0.53836 andβ = 0.46164. 
Zero-phase version: 

 
Higher-order generalized cosine windows 
Windows of the form: 

 
 
Have only 2K + 1 non-zero DFT coefficients, which 
makes them excellent choices for applications that 
require windowing by convolution in the frequency-
domain. In those applications, the DFT of the 
unwindowed data vector is needed for a different 
purpose than spectral analysis. (See Overlap-save 
method). Generalized cosine windows with just two 
terms (K = 1) belong in the subfamily generalized 
Hamming windows and output is  
 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper,we focus on removal of noise using 
filters and removal of unwanted objects thereby 
performing image inpainting.It mainly takes less time 
and produces high quality results.Thus the main idea 
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of our project lies in removing an object without 
disturbing its background effects. This can also be 
extended to reconstruct the old damged images.In our 
project we have taken image inpainting.The 
advancement of our research is video inpainting 
which is on process and will be added to our future 
developments. 
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